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Remarks on bounded solutions 
of a semilmear dissipative hyperbolic equation 
M.KOPACKOVA 
Abstract, Global estimates for solutions of a hyperbolic equation with a nonlinear dissi-
pative term of polynomial or arbitrary growth are proved. Moreover, a global estimate of 
Holder constant for a solution is derived. 
Keywbrds: A priori estimate, semilinear hyperbolic equation, bounded solution. 
ClusiificaUon: 35B45, 35B30, 35L20 
In troduct ion . A.Haraux in [1] proved the estimate E(t) < c(||/||Jo + -) °-* t n e 
energy far the equation 
(1) uu + Lu + g(ut) = / 
for arbitrary growth of the function g and confronted it with better estimate E(t) < 
cdl/Hog -}- 1) in the case of polynomial growth of g. 
l*hfe first remark is devoted to a connection between these two estimates, whose 
slightly different proofs are given here. The second remark gives the global estimate 
of the difference of two solutions,that implies continuous dependence of a solution 
u on f and initial data and a global estimate of Holder constant of u. 
Assumptions and r esu l t s . Let us recall some assumptions given in [1] and [2]. 
Assump t ions on L. Let H be a bounded domain in Rn> a Hilbert space V be 
densely and continuously imbedded in L2(Q) and let L : V -H• L2(U) be a linear 
symmetric positive operator.Denote (u,v) the duality between V and V , ||tt|| = 
(Lu, U)i the ft&fm in V and (u, v) the inner product in L2(0). Let V be continuously 
imbedded into L*(Q): 
(2) |u| t 5 <*||t*||,ti € V, |u|2 < CQ\U\„U £ L'(Q) 
where |t«|j is the norm of u in L*(Q)>s g 7 + 1 (7 is denned in the embedding 
thê HNsSii). 
Assumptions on g* Let g(y) be a continuous non-decreasing function on R sa-
tisfying the following 
(%) 0(tj) = 0, there exist r? > 0, d : g(y)y £ ri\y\p+1 - cx|y|, y € R, 
for somep € [1,7] 
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(4) there exist C3, C4 : \\g(v)\\v S
 c3 + c4(g(v), v) v e V 
(6) there exist C2,~? > 0,p € [1,7] such that 
vim - v ir 1 ^ g (v i )~g(V2) < «*(i + kv.)vi + *(y»)t*]^) 
yi — y2 
hold for every yx, y2 6 R, y! ^ y2. 
Remark 1. The polynomial growth of g.i.e. 
(4') \g(y)\ < c5(\y\
q + 1), y € H, for some ? < 7, 
gives |<~(y)|*^ = \g(y)\-\g(v)ft S 4(fif(y)y + \g(y)\) 
which implies |<-(y)| « 5 2c5y(y)y + ce, 
where eg depends on C5 and q only. Hence 
K<K«),«>| g |g(«)|i±i|«l,+. S (2C,(9(»),-) + C„u(ft))i*T.||u||, 
t -€Vv€L 9 + 1 ( - l ) 
and (4) holds for arbitrary c4 and c3 = (ffiffi+i
 c 7 ? + c6/^(^)-




l / ^ O I ^ ^ - E H p " <+00. 
~ 
- t 
The existence, uniqueness and regularity of the initial value problem associated 
to the equation (1) is known (see e.g. [3], [4]). Let us remind some properties of 
the solution u(t,x): 




(9) sup J (g(ut),ut)ds £ supFo(*) + ^2sup y/EQ(t)Hu 
t>0 J t>0 t>0 
t ~~ "~ 
where E0(<) = \(\\u(t, .)f + \ut(t, .)|
2) 
for the initial data t*° € D(L), f0 € V, y(v°) € L2(0) and for / € W}£(R+yL
2(Q)). 
We prove the following estimates. 
Theorem 1. Under the assumptions (2) - (5) there exists a constant c such that 
(10) Eo(t)<c(Eo(0) + H
2
r+clHl^
X+cl + cl + l), t^O, 
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where c does not depend on u,f,c$,C4 and the initial data. 
Theorem 2. Let the assumptions (2) - (6) be satisfied and let Uj be a solution 
of (1) with the right hand side / , and the initial data u°,v°, i = 1,2. Denote 
f = h - / 2 , u = ui - u2,u° = u° - u°,V° = t/° - v» and 
(11) Ee(t)~E0(t) + e(ut,u) 
the modified energy functional. Then there exist constants c,6i > 0 such that the 
following inequality 
(12) Ee(t) = Ee(0) + c(H
2
p + -Hp> +e^) = Ee(Q) + cM(e) 
holds for every e € (0,ei] and every t>0. Especially, choosing e = e0 to minimize 
M(e), we get 
( 1 3 ) E0(t)<2Eeo(t)<2Eo(0) + 2 c ( H
2 + i I | ) for Hp < a 
E0(t) = 2Eei(t) < 2E0(0) + 2cM(ei) for Hp = a, 
where a = ( ^ " ^ e f 1 , e0 = (
£ f 1 ) ^ H ^ , p > 1. 
In the case p = 1 fljSj liolcij without the last term. 
Remark 2. The estimate (13) gives continuous dependence of a solution of (1) 
on the right hand side / and the initial data u°,v° globally in t € H+ . Moreover, 
putting Ui(*,x) = u(t + h,x),u2(t,x) = u(t,x),fi(t,x) = f(t + h,x),f2(t,x) = 
f(t,x) the inequality (13) gives the upper bound of the Holder constant of u and 
ut (in t) for t > 0 with the exponent p"
1, if u° £ D(L),v° € V and /* satisfies (5). 
The estimates (10), (12) and (13) will be proved under stronger assumptions on 
smoothness of u, but the general case may be obtained approximating the functions 
/ , u ° a n d v ° . 
Proof of Theorem 1. First, we formulate some estimates which will be used in 
the proof. Having in mind (3), (5) and (8), we may estimate the scalar product 
(14) \(f,ut + eu)\ < | / | E ± i ( | u t U i + £ | u | p + i ) < | / |E±i( |u f |p + i +ec0 | |u | |) , 
the duality pairing 
(15) \(9(ut),u)\ = \\9M\\v^\\S(c3+cA(g(ut),ut))\\u\\ = 
< ^ >4+cW*Eo(t)(g(ut),ut) 
and the polynomial 
(16) - V + i + ££°(3 + e)x2 + (b + Cl)x < c ^ + e& + c^), x € # + . 
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In the whole paper, a constant c is independent of 5, / , c 3 and c4. The second term 
on the right hand side of (16) is absent for p = 1. 
Multiplying the equation (1) by the sum ut + eu(e being a small positive number) 
and integrating it over 0, we get 
(17) 
E't(t) + eEt(t) = - | | | u | |
2 + -e\ut\l + e
2(uuu) - (g(ut)yut + eu) + (/ ,u t + eu). 
Using (14) and (15) to the last two terms of (17), we may write 
Kit) + eEe(t) < - pu | |
2 + \e\ut\\ + | ( | u t |
2 + c2||u||2) - l-(g(ut), u<>+ 
+ (~2 + «W2.E0(t)) (<K
W<)' u<> + ec3||«||+ 
+ |/ |£±i(|u<Ui+ec0 | |u| |). 
Using (3), (16) for x = |u*|p+i,& = \f\z±i and the inequality 
- p « l l 2 + y C o W + " 3 M ^ c § 
which holds for 0 < e <. r£y, we get 
# ( < ) + £•&(<) S £(4 + col/l*±iH) + c(\f\X.+^+c^ + 
+ (ec4v/2Eo(t)-^)(.?(ut),ut). 
Now, let us multiply this inequality by eet, integrate it over the interval (0,*)> 
t € [0,T] (T being a fixed but arbitrary positive number), denote Ee = max Be(t) 
and take e so small that the last term is not positive, i.e.O < e < ST = V ^ * 
""" ~~ 2 C 4 V
2 £ 7 ° 
Since 
t 




e< - J5e(0) < c(^ + H
2)eet + iE 0e
e t + -{H?P + c / 1 + e ^ ) ( e e t - l) 
(18) for t € [0,T] and 0 < e < mm(~,eT)-
2CQ 
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As the modified energy functional Ee(t) may be estimated for 0 § e 5i ^ by the 
energy functional Eo(t): 
(19) Eo(<) < 2Ee(*) < 3E0(t), * > 0, 
we obtain from (18) 
EO<6E0(0) + C(c
2 + H2+£^T)+-(B^ + C / ) 
for e G (0,min(e1,£7')), where e\ = -mm^
1 ,CQ2), which implies (using the defi-
nition of £T) 
Eo<6Eo(0) + c(c2 + H2 + l ) + i E o + cc2(Hp
2 > + 1 ) . 
It says that Eo does not exceed the right hand side of (10), which is independent of 
T and then (10) holds for every t > 0. 
R e m a r k 3 . Let (3), (4') and (5) be satisfied. Having in mind Remark 1, choosing 
c4 = Hp
 P ( , + I ) and c3 from Remark 1, we may write the inequality (10) in the 
following from 
(20) Eo(t) < c(Eo(0) + Hi + Bp"*^ + 1). 
If q — p (e.g. g(y) = \y\p~1y), (20) gives the known results (see e.g. [5]) 
(21) Eo(t)<c(Eo(0) + K
2 + l ) . 
The estimate (20) may be deduced from (17) in another way: Using the last in-
equality of Remark 1 in (15) and (17), we get 
E't(t) + eEe(t) < ~(g(ut),ut)^(4c5e^/E^- (g(ut),ut)^)+ 
+ ec2!/!2^ + cd/lfcii + Cl + €)*?. 
p p 
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1 we obtain (multiplying the above inequality by 
eet and integrating it over (0,t)) 
(22) Ee < Ee(0) + ce
9(4c5)
9+1E0^
i + cH2p + - ( | / |*±i + c O
1 ^ + ceK 
where Eeequiv max Ee(*)- N °
w . e may be chosen such that the sum of the second 
o<t<.r 
and forth terms of the right side of (22) might be minimal, i.e. e = e0 = 
i±i . l 
= c(Hp
p + ci)*+i E0 , which gives the inequality (20) (putting into (22)). 
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Proof of T h e o r e m 2. Since the difference u = u\ — u2 satisfies the equation 
utt + Lu + g(ui)t) - g(u2,t) = /, 
we can proceed similarly to the proof of Theorem l,i.e. multiply this equation by 
ut+eu and integrate it over Q. Instead of (15) we must estimate {g(ui,t)—g(u2,t), u). 
Denoting ip(t) = (|flf(tti,i)tti,f|i + |<Ku2,t)u2,*li)1r+l and using (6) and (8) we have 
\{9(uht) - ,(«.,,),«>! < i ^ K O - » ( * - , . ) , i ? + Sui)] < 
L Ut 0 
S 2^(p(«i,t)-y("2,f),««>+ 
+ 5C2 I / ( ! + ( < K " M K < + g(u2,t)u2)t)^]^ dx 1 |u |
2
+ 1 < 
^ ~(y(«i,i) - P(«2,I), ut> + ^ [ l + ^(t)]||u||
2 
The modified energy functional Ee(t) for the difference u = u\ — u2 must satisfy 
the following (due to (16)) 
(23) E't(t) + eEc(t) < - | | | u | |
2 + ^ | « . | 2 + l / I ^ K I ^ , + el/l-i iclMI-
z Z P P 
-{</(«!,.) - »(tt2,«),(l ~ ^ K > + " - ^ | | « | | [ 1 + f(t)\ i 
< б C i £l/ll±i +cd/llL + *#) + -^-Ki + *.)HMf • 
Choosing £,£i so small, to satisfy 1 - |£ > | , | - £c2co ^ 0 and 
c ^ t f sup /j y>(s)ds < | , multiplying (23) by eet and integrating it over (0,t), 
f>0 
t € [0,T], we get 
Ee(0 < Fe(0) + c(e^i + H2p) + -£H^ + 1E0. 
Using (19), we obtain 
EeZ4Ee(0) + c(e»-i +Hj) + -Jfp' , *e[0,T], e€(0 ,£ i ] . 
Since T was chosen arbitrary, the last inequality implies (12). 
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